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 African Metaphor takes the turmoil on the African continent as emblematic of the violence in the
world at large. The book traces the journey of an American doctor, Noah Burke, in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. He is part of Médecin Sans Frontiére, treating both the wounds of war and the
illnesses of the equator. As a member of this group, he does not take sides in the armed conflict,
although he realizes that by not acting he is acting by default. He is also ambivalent in his
commitment; relieving the suffering of a few seems futile and arbitrary. The beauty of the Congo is
contrasted with news reports of atrocities throughout the continent.
Noah grieves for his wife Sophia who died tragically in an avalanche in Colorado, and he has
flashbacks to their life in Boston and idyllic trips to France. Her death precipitated his volunteering
for Africa. But he begins a tentative relationship with Valerie, a British relief worker for the U.N.
whom he meets on the river steamer to Kinshasa. In the end, she chooses to return to England
where she has been offered a position in The Foreign Office, while he is left to decide if he will
remain in the Congo.
All motives are mixed, but Noah’s intentions are relatively pure - empathy for the suffering and the
desire to lessen some of the pain. He regards the medical missionaries as doing the right thing for
the wrong reasons. Unlike them, his commitment has no ulterior motive. He tries to alleviate some of
the misery, to do what’s right even though it does little good. In the end, he must decide whether he
has done enough and can begin a new life with Valerie in London.
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Mio and AIn the example, the patient created several novel metaphorical entailments to
conceptualize his or her conditionMetaphor in CultureThese verbs emphasize less intellectual ways of
knowledge than seeing doesBut this predilection is perhaps most conspicuous in the current fad of
reality TVThese metaphorical expressions assume certain conceptual metaphors: WOMEN ARE
(SMALL) FURRY ANIMALS (bunny, kitten), WOMEN ARE BIRDS (bird, chick, hen-party), and WOMEN
ARE SWEET FOOD (cookie, dish, sweetie pie)

Search In it, the candidates appear as putative stars; the primaries are like open casting calls; the
campaign looks like an audition; the election itself is the selection of the lead; the handlers are the
drama coaches, scriptwriters, and directorsA (for many) sad punch line of this argument is that, after
late President Reagan, another actor, Arnold Schwarzenegger, was elected the governor of
CaliforniaNaming alternative stories could also be derived from folkloreWorks CitedKvecses, Zoltn
171bf2437f 
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